The small but mighty SEL team of two (Kai and Hyam) has been working tirelessly to prepare our schools for the return to in-person learning. Hyam Elsaharty, SEL Consulting Teacher, is the secondary SEL point person. Hyam is launching SEL in middle and high schools and supporting them with planning, training, and instructional strategies. Some schools have implemented SEL content over the past few years, many have not. Hyam is establishing systems and providing supports for schools to address the various SEL needs from the ground up.

Kai worked with a team of educators to develop SELtember, a month-long set of lessons and activities to welcome elementary students back to the classroom. Hyam developed SEL lessons and guidance documents. These lessons are available for immediate use while we purchase and distribute new year-long SEL materials soon.

More about Social Emotional Learning, guidance, training, and supports, click here.